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Software Component Metadata for Selecting and Verifying Model Compositions

in Semi-Automated Forces Systems

Research into a framework or methodology able to facilitate the integration or
composition of existing software components into a new software system has a long
history, both in software engineering in general and in modeling and simulation in
particular.

The potential benefits from the reuse of previously developed software

components are well-known; they include reduction in both the cost and the time needed
to develop a new system.
In this thesis a methodology for the implementation of new simulation software
systems using previously developed software components is developed and tested. The
methodology is focused on semi-automated forces systems, an important class of large
simulation software systems that are widely used in defense-related simulation. Semiautomated forces systems model combat at the level of entities, i.e., individual tanks and
soldiers, and can autonomously generate tactical behavior for the entities in real time
during execution.
The methodology facilitates the selection of software components from a repository,
the integration or composition of the selected components into an executable software
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system, and the verification of their correct interoperation according to the system’s
specifications. It is based on the production and use of metadata associated with each
component designed to facilitate those processes and the creation of a software modeling
language specific to semi-automated forces systems.
Unified Modeling Language (UML) diagrams and Object Constraint Language
(OCL) constraints are used to build a domain-specific modeling language that describes
the domain of semi-automated forces systems. This domain-specific modeling language
is used as a metamodel, with which a user can specify or model the new simulation
software to be developed, in this case a specific semi-automated forces system. UML is
used to identify the components required in the system and OCL to specify constraints
(pre-conditions, post-conditions, and invariants) on attribute values that must be met
during execution. From that model a “skeleton” code for the new semi-automated forces
is developed that includes the required components and satisfies the constraints. The
components in the skeleton code are “stubs”; they have the specified interfaces but do not
have the internal functionality, such as realistic models of entity behavior or combat,
required for the components.

Then the skeleton components are replaced with fully

functional components from the repository. After doing so, the simulation software is
executed. The constraints are automatically checked during execution and any of the
components that violate them are identified. When possible aspect oriented programming
is used to adapt the behavior of any constraint-violating components so as to bring them
into compliance with the constraints of the model.
The list of constraints that each component violates, as well as the adapters that adjust
its behavior in order to comply with the constraints, are saved in the repository as the
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Main ideas
The research for methodologies that facilitate software components reuse, and
more specifically, how to compose existing components into a new composition, has a
long history, both in software engineering and in modeling and simulation. The majority
of the research in the area of component reuse is focused on producing development
frameworks and standards. Those frameworks facilitate the development of new
components according to standards and specifications that make them compatible to each
other. New components that are produced using those frameworks are intended to be
more compatible with each other and are more easy to integrate into a composition.
This research focuses on what can be done with the existing components in a
repository that may or may not have been developed within a framework and may not
comply with a standard. Is there an effective way to be able to use such components and
verify that they can operate in a simulation system according to its specifications? Is there
an effective means to compose components that are black boxes, where only their
interfaces and executable code, but not their source code, are available?
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The primary goal of this research was the development of a methodology for the
implementation of new simulation software systems using previously developed software
components.
As we are the users and not the developers of those existing components in the
repository, we cannot expect that the developers have provided all the metadata that are
needed. Even if there was an agreement for a standard on what metadata they should
provide, there is still a lot of legacy code that was produced without conforming to this
standard, that we would like to be able to reuse. For those reasons, we should be able to
select and verify compositions from existing components, with the minimal expectations
from them, which is just the executable code and their interface.
Because the existing components in the repository are assumed to be black boxes,
it is not possible to use many of the white box testing methods, that are based on the
assumption that the source code is available. It is only possible to use methods that are
applicable to black boxes, using for example the classification of the components and the
specification of their interfaces. A methodology was developed that enables the
composition of components that are either preexisting within a repository or newly
developed. This methodology can help to verify that the composition complies with the
specifications of the new simulation system.
An important part of this research effort was the selection of already available
tools that could help to make this process as automatable as possible, with the double aim
of improving both the time that is needed to implement the methodology in order to
develop a new simulation and also to retain the accuracy of the results.
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1.2 Components and metadata
According to [1], in general software engineering a component is an encapsulated
unit of software, with a specified set of inputs and outputs and expected processing,
where the implementation details may be hidden; it is an interchangeable element of a
system that conforms to a specification. In software implementing a simulation system, a
component has the usual properties of a component, but it may also have additional
simulation-specific properties. A component may be a model capable of simulating all or
part of some real-world system of interest, such as a physics-based model of aircraft
flight dynamics, or it may have functionality specific to a simulation implementation,
such as a future event list data structure in a discrete event simulation [2].
The most used and cited definition of composability in the M&S literature is the
one that Petty gives in [3]. He defines composability as the capability to select and
assemble simulation components in various combinations into valid simulation systems
to satisfy specific user requirements. Petty in [4] defines composition as a set of
components that have been composed to produce an integrated or interoperable whole. In
[5], Morse defines software component metadata as structured descriptions or
specifications of a software component.
Two main research question are considered. First, what metadata should be
attached to software components in order to support component selection for model
composition? Second, how can those metadata be used to verify the composition? During
our research, we investigated how we can define and produce the appropriate metadata
and an algorithm that uses them, in order to search the component repository for those
components that meet the simulation requirements. Also, how, using the metadata, can
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we check the selected components for composability, i.e., ability to meaningfully operate
together, both syntactically (interfaces) and semantically (assumptions)?
The methodology is focused on semi-automated forces (SAF) systems, an important
class of large simulation software systems that are widely used in defense-related
modeling and simulation (M&S). Semi-automated forces systems model combat at the
level of entities, i.e., individual tanks and soldiers [19], and can autonomously generate
tactical behavior for the entities in real time during execution [6]. In SAF systems the
software components are often implementation of models of some real world phenomena,
such as vehicle movement, sensor performance, or tactical behavior. (In this thesis the
term model has two different meanings: a model of the real world, as just described, and
a model of software, as may be expressed using UML.) The fact that SAF components
are often models has two implications in the context of this research. First, the terms
model composition and component composition are often essentially equivalent because
the components are implementations of models. Second, the correct interoperation of
components that have been integrated will depend on more than standard software
considerations, such as interface compliance and type matching; the models the
composed components implement must be consistent and correct in their composed
modeling of the real world phenomena in question.
The main goal of our research was to design a process for the development and
use of software component metadata that can enable the selection and verification of
model compositions for SAF systems.
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1.3 Research Questions
The primary research questions that we investigated were the:
1) “What metadata should be used and how, in order to support component selection for
model composition?“
We must select and define the appropriate metadata and an algorithm that
produces the metadata from the original component's models. Those metadata could then
be used for the selection of the components in the repository that meet the simulation
system requirements.
2) “How can the metadata be used to verify the composition?”
How, using the metadata, we can check the selected components for
composability, i.e., ability to meaningfully operate together? Both syntactic
composability (interfaces) and semantic composability (assumptions) should be checked.
Secondary research questions that we investigated were the following:
1) “Are the same metadata appropriate for both the selection and the verification process
or would it be better if we had a different set for each process?”
2) “Is metadata for model composition in M&S, better (easier or more effective), if we
allow it to refer to an assumed external ontology?”
These questions were considered in the context of SAF systems, but the results
may have broader applicability in simulation software in general.
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Chapter 2

BACKGROUND

2.1 The general concept of composability
In [7] Petty states that the ability to compose simulation systems from repositories
of reusable components, i.e., composability, has recently been a highly sought after goal
among modeling and simulation developers. He asserts that the expected benefits of
robust, general composability include reduced simulation development cost and time,
increased validity and reliability of simulation results, and increased involvement of
simulation users in the process. Consequently, composability is an active research area,
with both software engineering and theoretical approaches being developed [6] [11].
In [6], Petty defines two types of composability: syntactic and semantic. Syntactic
composability is concerned with software integration issues: e.g., do the components'
interfaces align and do the passed data types match? Semantic composability is about
modeling issues; e.g., do the composed models share a consistent set of modeling
methods and assumptions that allow them to validly simulate the real world phenomena
they model?
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Although much effort has been devoted in that research area since 2000, we are
still far from a full automated composability methodology. One of the difficulties is the
computational complexity of the problem. Petty has proved in [7] and [8] that one aspect
of composability, the selection of components from a repository, is NP-complete, even if
the functionality objectives met by the components in the repository are known. He also
defines and discusses the complexity of other computational problems inherent in
composability. Those are: What objectives are satisfied by a component? What objectives
are satisfied by a composition? Is a component valid? Given the computational
complexities (time and/or space) of the components, what is the computational
complexity of their composition?
Petty and Weisel were the first to develop a formal theory for checking the
semantic validity of a composed simulation model [3]. In their work they used formal
representations of simulations and semantic validity of a simulation model, using a
function over integer domains as a representation of a simulation model. They state that
to determine if a model is valid, several considerations must be specified. What is the
model validity being compared to, a perfect model or an observational model? Is validity
considered as a subset of the model’s inputs, or for all? Is validity to be evaluated relative
to a specific application? Finally what is the limit within which the validity must fall for
the model to be considered valid? They claim that the formal definitions of validity add
the ability to make all those considerations explicit and quantify them, in contrast with
most models that have those considerations implicit. Importantly, they showed that two
models, even if known to be valid separately, cannot be assumed to be valid when
composed [9], [10].
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On the practical side, during the last decade there have been a number of efforts to
develop software frameworks to support model composition. In [2] Petty reviews six
distinct types of software frameworks for model composition that have been developed
and describes implemented examples for each of them. The primary conclusion of this
review was that the best type of simulation framework to use depends on the application.
A simulation developer intending to compose conventional software components may
consider a common repository or a product line architecture. If independently executing
models are to be linked, an interoperability protocol is advised. Improvement in semantic
composability may result from the use of an object model framework. Finally, an
integrative environment can quickly connect a diverse set of files and models to support
engineering analysis. This conclusion is very important for any effort to develop a
methodology for model composition. It demonstrates that any effort has to be domain
specific and must try to address the problems only of a specific area in order to be able to
achieve its goals.

2.2 The composition process
From the study of the six simulation frameworks types that are analyzed in [2],
we can come to the conclusion that the composition process can be decomposed into
seven steps:
1) Store components in software repository. Store components in a software repository
that supports (1) dynamic addition and registration of new components, and (2) search
and discovery of existing components.
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2) Create component metadata. Create and attach to components, metadata that
supports component selection (with respect to application requirements) and composition
verification (with respect to interfaces and assumptions).
3) Select components for application. Using the metadata, search the software
repository for components that meet application requirements.
4) Verify composability of selected components. Using the metadata, check the selected
components for composability, i.e., ability to meaningfully operate together. Both
syntactic composability (interfaces) and semantic (modeling assumptions) should be
checked.
5) Connect components for execution. Compile and/or link the selected components for
integrated execution.
6) Execute and test composition. Execute the composed components. Test and validate
the composite model.
7) Save composition for future use. Save the composition as a unit so as to be available
for future use without repeating the selection, verification, and connection steps.

2.3 Composability in software engineering versus M&S
Although the concept of software composability seems similar for both the
software engineering and M&S communities, there are some distinct differences in the
way the two communities have approached the problem during the last years. Davis [11]
suggests that to improve prospects for composability in M&S, the U.S. Department of
Defense (DoD) must recognize that models are different from general software
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components and that model composability needs to be based on the science of M&S and
on the specific application, not just on software practice.
Other researchers in the area, have a completely different opinion. For example in
[12] Bartholet compares the building of complex systems from components in the M&S
and the software engineering communities. In the software engineering community the
solution framework is called Component-Based Software Design (CBSD). He tries to
show that the problem is actually the same, despite the assertion by some that software
engineers and simulationists are trying to solve a different problem. Fundamentally, both
software engineering and simulation composition are predicated on syntactic and
semantic composability, which means that both the interfaces and the internals are
necessary to make composition work.
One of the main differences of the two approaches is that M&S has to validate its
models against some real world system [13] [14], either existing or not, while the
software engineering community is mainly concerned with the correctness of the
produced results of the software system.

2.4. Component metadata for defense software
In 2002, The Defense Modeling and Simulation Office recognized the importance
and complexity of the model composability problem and initiated the Composable
Mission Space Environments (CMSE) program to study the subject and define
requirements for the way ahead. There were four working groups formed, each with a
distinct perspective on composability: components, collaborative infrastructures, data and
metadata, and business cases. In [1] and [5] Morse reports the findings and
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recommendations from the CMSE workshops. She describes that given a set of
components, structured descriptions or specifications of the components, called metadata,
can be used to guide the process of selecting components for a specific purpose and
determining if a set of components can be effectively composed.
The data and metadata working group defined some metadata that can be generic
across all components, e.g.:
•

Hardware/software support requirements

•

Purpose/domain – some set of categories which identify the subsets of other metadata
which apply to the component

•

Acquisition, training, analysis, tactical decision support, vs. experimentation

•

Live, virtual, constructive

•

Versioning, status, authorship

•

Information about the model as a software component—implementation details that
impact its use for a given component (e.g., available as source/compiled code)

•

Programming language used

•

Communication protocol

•

Interface standards supported, e.g. DIS, HLA

•

Security classification

•

Development standards

•

Time management scheme

•

Prior use documentation, including reviews and rationale, exercises and applications
Other metadata will be applied as appropriate for the component, e.g.:

•

Unit vs. entity
11

•

The real-world object, phenomenon, or system the model represents (may be
tangible/concrete or abstract object; e.g., F-15 or fear)

•

Information about the model as a simulation component

•

Spatial resolution; e.g., represent battalion as a point or area

•

Aggregation; e.g., battalion represented as single unit or comprised of companies?

•

Temporal resolution

•

Category of real world asset; e.g., air-to-ground missile vs. specific missile
Morse mentions that this metadata framework will require assessment

processes/measures for determining a component’s fitness for purpose, i.e. the degree to
which it satisfies the requirements for a particular metadata value. Based on the findings,
the working group suggested that the follow steps will be required:
1) Develop a “common conceptual modeling language” that describes what the
components do and how well they do it.
2) Define the metadata attributes/metrics (for a finite list of fitness of purpose) as an
initial description point, but extensible and modifiable (by the community at large),
leading to a metadata framework.
3) Develop quantitative values for metadata fitness where possible.
4) Define a process to determine qualitative values when quantitative values are not
practical.
5) Develop search/query tools that use the metadata framework to identify semantically
composable components.
The above steps are necessary to be done as part of the development of a
methodology for model composition.
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As a starting point, the working group raised the following questions as guidance
for developing use cases:
•

How does the user quantitatively state the requirements for the desired simulation?

•

How do we structure metadata to select components to meet the requirements?

•

How do simulation builders search metadata based on fitness for purpose, especially
when the model/component builder describes the model in terms of data
representation and mathematics/algorithms; by whom/how are the mappings
performed?

•

Should architecture framework Operational Views (OVs) include metadata?

•

Do components have to be designed for a specific purpose to be used for it?

2.5 The MSC-DMS metadata taxonomy
Another approach that the DoD has developed in an effort to address the problem
of component selection for a composition is the Modeling and Simulation (M&S)
Community of Interest (COI) Discovery Metadata Specification (MSC-DMS). The first
version of the specification was released in 2008 [15]. The latest version (1.5) [16] was
released in 2012 by the DoD Modeling and Simulation Coordination Office (M&S CO).
As it is stated in the preface of the specification document:
“The Department of Defense Modeling and Simulation Community of Interest
Discovery Metadata Specification defines discovery metadata components for
documenting M&S assets posted to community and organizational shared spaces.
'Discovery' is understood as the ability to locate data assets through a consistent and
flexible search. The MSC-DMS specifies a set of information fields that are to be used to
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describe M&S data or service assets that are made known to the enterprise, and it serves
as a reference for developers, architects, and engineers by building upon the foundation
for discovery services initially reflected within the DoD Discovery Metadata
Specification (DDMS) [17].”
The main idea behind this effort is that for each model component that is built, in
order to facilitate its reuse, the modelers describe it using metadata that are defined using
the MSC-DMS specification. The complete set of metadata for a model is called a
metacard of the model. This metacard is then stored in a repository where other potential
users can search and find a model that meets, or comes close to meeting, their
requirements.
The DoD M&S Catalog is a web based portal [18] that uses MSC-DMS and offers
search among the existing metacards for the DoD.
This is a list of the first level metadata that are specified in MSC-DMS.
1) Core Layer :
Resource (root), Metacard Info, Title, Version, Description, Usages, Dates, Rights,
Source, Type, POCs, Keywords, Image, Extensions, Related Resources, Related
Taxonomies, Releasability and Security.
2) Supplemental Layer (via Extensions) :
Temporal Coverage, Virtual Coverage, Geospatial Coverage, HLA Coverage, VV&A
Coverage, Resource Management.
The MSC-DMS approach, as it is, can not address the composability problem as it
has been defined in this research. It is made for discovery of model components. It can be
successful in that area, the discovery of model components from a large repository of
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components using some metadata that describe certain characteristics of the model
components. MSC-MDS could be a good starting point in the process of selection. But
although the list of the dimensions of metadata is probably enough for the discovery of
the model components, it is not enough for composition selection and certainly not for
composability verification.
If we want the metadata to be useful for the semantic validation of the model
components as it is used in our research, we need more specific metadata that can
characterize how well a model component complies with the simulation specifications.
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Chapter 3

MODEL COMPOSITION IN SEMI-AUTOMATED FORCES

3.1 Introduction
There are many types of simulation software, and investigating software
component metadata for all of them is infeasible. The scope of this research is restricted
to one important class of simulation software, the area of semi-automated forces (SAF)
systems.
Military simulations often include simulated entities (such as tanks, aircraft, or
individual humans) which are generated and controlled by computer software rather than
by human crews or operators for each entity [6] [19]. (This is a familiar feature of many
computer games as well.) In the military context, the entity-based combat models that
generate and control such entities are known as semi-automated forces (SAF) systems,
where “automated” applies because software generates much of the entities’ behavior
automatically and “semi-” applies because the system is monitored and optionally
controlled or overridden by a human operator.
In a military training application, SAF systems are often used to generate
opponents against which human trainees engage in virtual battles. Doing so with a SAF
system is preferable to having additional human crews in simulators control the hostile
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forces because SAF systems are both less expensive, as they reduce the need for a large
number of simulators not available for the trainees, and more flexible, in that they can be
configured to use the tactical doctrine of a particular adversary more readily than
retraining human opponents. SAF systems can also generate friendly forces, allowing a
small group of trainees to practice teamwork within a large friendly force. In nontraining simulation applications, such as analysis (e.g., testing a revised tactical doctrine
or assessing the effect of an enhanced weapon), SAF systems typically are used to
generate all of the entities involved in the simulation, allowing the analysis scenarios to
be executed repeatedly to support statistical analysis without exhausting human
operators.

SAF systems use specialized algorithms to generate the behavior of the

entities they control that allows those entities to react autonomously to the battlefield
situation as represented in the simulation [6].
The entities generated and controlled by the SAF system exist in a battlefield that
is a simulated subset of the real world, so the physical events and phenomena on the
battlefield must be modeled within the SAF system. For example, if a SAF vehicle is
moving, its acceleration, deceleration, and turn rates on different terrain types must be
modeled. Combat interactions need to be modeled in accordance with the physics of
weapon and armor performance characteristics.
SAF systems provide an interface that allows a human operator to monitor and
control the SAF entities’ behavior. Figure 3.1 shows an example of a typical SAF
operator interface. The image is from a SAF system known as ModSAF [20]. The
operator may input high level plans that are executed in detail by the SAF system, initiate
automatic entity behavior, or manually override software-generated behavior. SAF
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system interfaces provide a map of the battlefield that shows the battlefield terrain and
the simulated entities on it. In the figure, there are three companies of Red entities visible
as groups of small icons in the northeast, north central, and west central areas of the map,
and one company of Blue entities in the southeast area. The Red entities are all executing
a general tactical action known as a “Hasty Attack” and the Blue entities are executing a
different tactical action known as “Hasty Occupy Position”. These actions were selected
by the operator.

The SAF software automatically generates in real time specific

autonomous movement and combat behavior for each entity that is consistent with the
tactical action, considers the terrain, and responds to the presence and actions of friendly
and enemy entities.

Figure 3.1 A screenshot from ModSAF, a SAF system.
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An important example of semi-automated forces is One Semi-Automated Forces
(OneSAF). In [21] Parsons states that OneSAF is the U. S. Army’s newest constructive
battlefield simulation and SAF system. OneSAF was intended to replace a number of
legacy entity-based simulations and to serve a range of applications including analysis of
alternatives, doctrine development, system design, logistics analysis, team and individual
training, and mission rehearsal; and to be interoperable in live, virtual, and constructive
simulation environments. In [22] Parsons explains that OneSAF provides a toolset that
allows the users to independently create new battlespace compositions. The tools use
graphical user interfaces and support processes to reduce, to a limited extent, the
dependency on software experts to develop new model compositions [2].

3.2 Domains of interest in OneSAF
In order to understand the topic of model composition in OneSAF we must first
examine the domains that OneSAF serves in the Army. Wittman in [23] and [24] explains
that the Army uses OneSAF across different departments with different aims and
objectives. Some of those are the requirements section, training, exercises and military
operations, and also the research, development, and acquisition domains. The way those
sections of the Army use OneSAF vary greatly from conducting experiments with new
concepts and advanced technology, to developing new requirements in doctrine, and also
for training. One of the main goals is to answer "what-if" questions. What will happen if
certain changes would applied to doctrines, or what would happen with the introduction
of new weapon systems or equipment.
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Logsdon in [25] provides a description of the standards and policies that are
enforced in OneSAF in order to include components from all those different domains that
can be composable.

3.3 Scenario development and review in OneSAF
As it is presented in [26] and [27], a new military scenario for a simulation run in
OneSAF is developed with the use of a PowerPoint based user interface that is called the
military scenario development environment. It is a graphical user interface (GUI), where
the user has the capability to choose the entities or units (collections of entities) of the
simulation, determine their behavior and then place them on a map. After determining all
the parameters and controls needed for each of those units and entities, and also the
sequence of the actions, the scenario is ready for execution.
In OneSAF is also included an after action review tool which provides the
statistics for all the items that participated in the simulated scenario. Those statistics can
provide answers to the questions that the specific simulation scenario was created for.

3.4 System composition in OneSAF
The OneSAF system is a composition of different tools that provide different
functionalities to the user, like the military scenario development environment or the after
action review tool. Similarly to the scenario development tool, the system composer is a
graphical tool that provides the ability to the user to choose those tools that are needed for
the specific simulation run. The system composer also provides the software "glue" for
connecting the system components. Each system component is the software element that
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provides a specific functionality to the system. Most of the system components are
developed as JavaBeans.

3.5 Model composition in OneSAF
In [28], and [29] we can find a detailed analysis of the way OneSAF uses model
composition. An even more detailed description of all the functions of the OneSAF from
the user perspective can be found in the OneSAF user guide [30]. From these sources we
can see how important is the aspect of composability in OneSAF. It is designed to be a
system that is composed from software components that can be relatively easy replaced
by other different software components with similar functionality.
One of the main capabilities that those software components provide to the users
is the ability to graphically compose a new simulation scenario using some of the
preexisting entities, units, behaviors and controls of the behaviors. During the model
composition phase the user chooses those model components that are necessary for the
new simulation run. The entities have physical and behavioral capabilities, while the units
are groups of entities or other units.
OneSAF is an entity-level simulation software. The entity composer is the
software component that provides a way to construct a single instance of an entity using a
GUI. Each entity is represented as an icon on the screen. The unit composer is the
software component that also has a GUI and allows the user to visually construct a unit as
an assembly of entities, and/or other units.
All the above elements of OneSAF have been predefined and integrated in the
OneSAF environment. Almost all have a visual representation as icon on those GUIs and
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when the users selects them, a form with all the parameters of the element opens and the
user must set the values of the parameters that correspond to the specific simulation run.

3.6 File formats of composability in OneSAF
The way OneSAF represents and transfers the entities and unities among the
different system components is XML files. Those XML contains pointers to the various
Java classes that represent those entities and unities.
The system composition is represented as a JAR file which contains the code of
the software components.

3.7 Conclusions
The OneSAF simulation framework, or product line architecture, provides useful
capabilities for composition of existing components into a new composition. It provides a
set of tools that allows the user to compose the desired composition by integrating
components in a graphical environment and then specifying the parameters that
determine their behavior at each stage of the simulation run.
However, OneSAF's composability features assume that the components were
developed specifically for the OneSAF framework [2]. When there is a need to integrate
a preexisting component that was not developed specifically for OneSAF, a great deal of
manual intervention is needed, which results in an increase both in the cost and the time
needed for the development of a new simulation scenario.
There is still a need for a methodology that will facilitate the selection and
verification of preexisting components in a repository, that were not developed for
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OneSAF. There is still a need for a methodology that can define and produce metadata
that can help the developers during those processes, reducing the cost and the time
needed for this effort. The proposed methodology is trying to provide the help that is
needed in integrating preexisting components into a new simulation system.
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Chapter 4

DESCRIPTION OF THE METHODOLOGY

4.1 Introduction
In this chapter the proposed new methodology for the development of new
simulations using existing components from a repository is presented. This methodology
focuses on the specific domain of semi-automated forces systems. In this section the steps
of the methodology will be briefly described, and in the next sections of this chapter they
will be fully analyzed.
The research in this thesis is concentrated on composing existing components,
that are considered as black boxes. An assumption was made that in the repository of the
existing components their interface and executable code are available but not their source
code. The proposed methodology provides a way that enables the reuse of existing
components in the repository, and also the ability to verify that they can operate in the
new system according to the specifications, using only the interfaces and the executable
code.
The methodology starts with the development of a taxonomy of the elements of
the domain. Using UML diagrams and OCL constrains a domain specific modeling
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language (DSML) is built that describes the domain of SAF systems. This DSML is used
as the metamodel, from which the models of the new simulations systems, are created.
The model of a future system is based upon this metamodel. From this model, a skeleton
code of the simulation system is developed. This skeleton code includes all the necessary
components of the new simulation system, with the minimum functionality that is needed
in order to satisfy all the constraints. Then the functionality of each of those skeleton
components is replaced with the fully functional existing components from the
repository. Then the simulation software is executed in order to find out if there are any
constrains that the existing fully functional components violate. A list of those violations
is reported and when it is possible the behavior of the components is adapted, using
aspect oriented programming, in order to comply with the constraints of the system. The
list of the constraints that each component violates, together with the adapters that adjust
its behavior in order to comply with the constraints, are saved it the repository as the
metadata of the component. The existence of those metadata together with the
components in the repository, increases the value of the components, since the effort that
is now required to integrate them into a future composition is reduced.
The steps of the proposed methodology are the following :
•

Establish an existing component repository

•

Build a domain specific modeling language

•

Build a skeleton code for the simulation

•

Integrate the existing components into the simulation

•

Verify the existing components

•

Save the metadata in the component repository
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•

Use the metadata to build a new simulation
In the next sections of this chapter a more detailed description for each of those

steps will be provided. In the next chapter it will presented how they can be implemented
using specific tools.

4.2 Establishing an existing component repository
The methodology assumes a repository consisting of existing software
components that were developed by possible different developers, in different
organizations, with different requirements, and for different purposes. In many cases, the
source code is not available. In some cases, documentation for the functionality of the
components is available. The documentation available for the components may vary
greatly, all the way from very detailed to very minimal. In a very few cases, there are
available very detailed descriptions of the functionality of the component. Sometimes
there are also available reviews from previous uses of the components, explaining the
results from using those components in other simulations. Those evaluations could be
very useful in the effort to identify the right component for the next simulation effort.
Unfortunately the level of detail and the trustworthiness of those evaluations are
questionable, since they may vary greatly depending on the purpose of the simulation and
the personality of the reviewer.
For those reasons, it is not possible to depend on the presence of documentation
for the component selection process. For this reason a decision was made to use only the
minimum baseline of what really exists in a component repository, and this is the
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executable code. This is the black box approach, where there is no access to the source
code. The components are only available through the interfaces they provide.
Because this research is studying the specific domain of SAF systems, it is
realistic to expect that the existing components of the repository could be matched to
some element in the DSML that was built for the SAF systems. Both the existing
components in the repository and the DSML elements were developed to correspond to
the real objects of the domain, and it is reasonable to expect that they both simulate the
behavior of soldiers, tanks, weapons and so on. However, the level of detail of the model
they use for those elements and their perspective of behavior and the way the model was
built, can vary greatly, depending on the purpose of the simulation it was developed for.
Therefore, the existing components cannot be assumed to be usable as is, without first
verifying that they comply with the system specifications, both individually and as
compositions. For example, a component behavior that would be acceptable for one
simulation could be inappropriate for another simulation. Only the verification that a
component complies with the specifications of the new simulation, can ensure that is
usable for building a new simulation.
When an existing component's behavior is not completely in agreement with the
system specifications, the developers have several options. They may review the
specifications and decide whether the specifications that the existing component violates
are hard, meaning that they are absolutely necessary for the correct operation of the new
simulation system. If they are not, they may alter the specifications by removing or
relaxing the requirement in such a way that the existing component can pass the
verification process. If they cannot change the requirements, and there is no other
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existing component in the repository that passes all the verification tests, then they could
be able to adjust the existing component's behavior in a way that will make it compatible
with the specifications of the new simulation system. Because the source code of the
component is not available, the only way to alter its behavior is to use an adaptor that will
receive the output of the component and will try to transform it to something that is
acceptable by the system.
In other cases, there could be incompatible interfaces. Sometimes the needed
adjustments are relatively simple, requiring only changing the name of a function or the
names and types of its parameters. If the only difference between what is needed from the
existing component and what it actually provides is the name of a function call, an
adapter could be developed that will receive the call from the system and then call the
method from the component that will do the actual work.
The tradeoff in cost and time between writing new components and using an
adapter to modify the behavior of an existing component must be considered. In order to
make those decisions there is a need to know what specifications does the component
fails, and also there is a need for an available methodology that can relatively easy and
reliably solve those problems.

4.3 Building a domain specific modeling language
A metamodel able to represent fundamental knowledge of the SAF domain,
including all the possible components and their relations is important to the methodology.
According to [31], metamodeling facilitates the rapid, inexpensive development of
domain-specific modeling languages (DSMLs). As described in [32], DSMLs are high-
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level languages specific to a particular application or set of tasks. They are closer to the
problem domain and concepts than general-purpose programming languages such as Java
or modeling languages such as UML. The representation of the domain knowledge is
done using a DSML to describe all possible components. This way it is possible to build
a classification and controlled vocabulary for the SAF systems domain.
A decision was made to express the DSML using UML class diagrams and OCL
constraints. UML is a standardized notation for object-oriented analysis and design. It is
an OMG standard and the latest formal version 2.4.1 was released in 2011 [33]. UML
class diagrams provide an appropriate way to represent the structure of the components in
the domain, how the components are organized in terms of inheritance and associations,
and the interfaces of the components. UML class diagrams also provide a way to define
the controlled vocabulary needed to express the names of the components, the methods,
and their parameters in a consistent and controlled way.
The class diagrams are a convenient way to define the structure of the metamodel
of our domain, but this it is not enough. There is also a need for a way to capture the
specifications for the components of the domain. The OCL language was chosen as the
more appropriate way to represent those specifications in the form of constraints. OCL is
an OMG standard and its latest version 2.4 was released in 2014 [34]. The version 2.3.1
has been formally published by ISO as the 2012 edition standard: ISO/IEC 19507 [35].
Using OCL invariants, preconditions and postconditions can be declared. OCL invariants
are constraints on parameters that must always be true during the execution of the
simulation. Also preconditions and postconditions can be declared for the methods of the
components [36], [37]. Before a method of the component is called all the postconditions
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must hold, and after the execution of the method all the postconditions must be true.
Figure 4.1 describes the modeling architecture of the proposed methodology. It
provides a graphical representation of the relations among the different models and
metamodels that are used in the methodology and also how they are built.

Metamodel for the DSML

is a

UML class diagrams and
OCL constraints
Describes

Metamodel for the
Skeleton Simulation Model

is a

Instance of UML class
Diagrams and OCL
constraints
Model for the Skeleton
Simulation Code

is a

Instance of DSML

Instance of Skeleton
Simulation Model

is a

is a

is built with

DSML

is built with

Java Classes

Instantiates

Simulation execution

is built with

Figure 4.1 The modeling architecture of the methodology
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4.4 Building a skeleton code for the simulation
Using this DSML as a metamodel, a skeleton model is developed for the new
SAF system that is going to be developed. This model is built using the DSML, with only
a few of the components of the DSML, but with all the constraints of those components.
All the structural constraints, invariants, preconditions, and postconditions of the DSML
must hold for the new skeleton model. If there is a need more constraints can be added to
the skeleton model in order to express the specifications of the new simulation system.
The OCL constraints provided during the construction of the DSML are the more
general specifications that must hold for all the simulation models that could be build for
this domain and also for all the implementations of those simulation models. More
specifications could be defined during the development of the specific models in order to
impose constraints that are more specific to the new simulation system, or if the original
constraints of the DSML need to be strengthen. In general it is not a good practice to
weaken the constraints of a model because then an implementation that conforms to the
specifications of the model may not conform to the specifications of the DSML. If there
is a need to weaken the specifications of a model, then it is better to go back and revise
the specifications of the DSML.
From this skeleton simulation model, the skeleton simulation code can be
produced, using initially code generation in order to automate the process as much as
possible. The skeleton simulation code is composed from the skeleton components. The
"skeleton components" are the implemented components that are necessary according to
the requirements of the specific SAF system. Then the skeleton components are further
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developed with the minimum amount of code that is needed in order for the skeleton
components to comply with all the OCL constraints.

4.5 Integration of existing components into the simulation
Now the composability problem has been reduced into a substitution problem,
where the "stub" behavior of the skeleton components of the skeleton simulation code
needs to be replaced with the fully functional behavior of the existing components from
the repository. "Existing components" are the existing fully implemented components
stored in the repository. The skeleton components that have been developed for the
skeleton simulation code will now act as drivers and stubs for the existing components
that will be integrated into the simulation.
Incompatibilities in the interfaces between the existing components and the
skeleton components that come from the DSML are expected. Those incompatibilities
prevent the direct use of the existing components in the place of the skeleton ones. For
example, a method may have a different name, the parameters may be in a different
order, or there may be differences in the types of the methods and the parameters. Thus
the skeleton components are used as adapters, to call the methods of the existing
components, in order to be able to integrate them in the system. The skeleton component
that was developed for the skeleton simulation code and corresponds to the existing
component that is under testing, plays the role of an adapter for the existing component.
All the method calls from the skeleton simulation code, will still go to the skeleton
component, but this time the skeleton component instead of executing its own methods,
redirects all of them to method calls to the existing component. In that way all the calls to
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the skeleton component is done using the interface as it is described in the DSML, while
the calling to the methods of the existing component is done using the interface of the
existing component. In that way there are no restrictions from the names or the types of
the methods and the input and output parameters of the existing components. Of course
there is a limit on the adaptations that can be provided in that way, and also on the
amount of time that can be spend developing this code, always in comparison with
developing the component from the beginning.
The process starts by replacing one of the skeleton components with a matching
one from the existing components of the repository. Instead of testing the new
composition with all the existing components together, only one component is replaced,
using the rest of the skeleton components that were implemented as drivers that perform
method calls to the existing component that is under verification, and also as stubs that
provide the necessary method calls to the existing component when is needed. After all
the verifications for the individual existing components are performed, two existing
components can be verified together, and so on, until at the end all the existing
components can be verified together.

4.6 Verification of the existing components
A method is needed that can verify the components' compliance with the OCL
constraints during simulation execution. One approach to doing so is aspect oriented
programming (AOP). The aspect oriented programming concept as it is described in [38],
provides the ability for the creation of pointcuts that monitor the execution of the code
and "advice" of what should happen when a violation of the OCL constraint occurs. For
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invariants which must hold at all times during a simulation, those pointcuts are normally
placed when the constructors of new objects are called and also when the setters of the
parameters are called. When the OCL constraints that are expressed as preconditions or
postconditions for a method need to be verified, those pointcuts are placed immediately
before or immediately after the execution of the method, respectively.
The runtime verification of the existing component produces a report of the
number of the OCL constraints that the existing component violated, as well as when and
how those violations of the OCL constrains occurred. This report provides a clear picture
of how well this component complies with the specification and also provides a list of
areas where there is a need for intervention in order to make the component compatible
with the OCL constraints.
The skeleton components together with the aspect code provide a way to monitor
the interactions among the full components. Each full component does not interact
directly with the other full components, all the interactions go through the skeleton
simulation code.
AOP also provides a mechanism for making changes to the behavior of the
existing components, since there is no direct access to their source code. It is possible to
insert in the AOP code, the code that needs to be executed in order for the behavior of the
component to satisfy the specifications.
The specifications may be modified, either adding more OCL constraints of
relaxing some of the constraints that are not so hard, in order to fine-tune the balance
between the code that need to be developed from the beginning and the accuracy of our
simulation. This iterative cycle can be repeated as many times as needed, until the
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required simulation accuracy is achieved, as it is done with almost all the simulation
development projects. The difference when using existing components as black boxes is
that there is a limit on how much the behavior of a component can change. If there is a
demand for more accuracy, than this model component can provide, then another more
accurate component must be used, or developed.

4.7 Saving the metadata in the component repository
The metadata that have been produced and could be stored with the existing
components in order to facilitate the selection and validation of new compositions are the
following. The DSML, the UML diagrams with the OCL constraints and the list of the
OCL constraints that each of the components is violating.
Together with those metadata, could be also saved the adapters that were
developed from the skeleton components for each existing component. They could adapt
the interfaces of the existing components to the interfaces of the DSML. Also the AOP
code that adapts the behavior of the existing components in a way that they comply with
the OCL constrains could be saved.

4.8 Using the metadata to build a new simulation software
The availability of those metadata in the repository, greatly increases the value of
the existing components, since it is now clear how compatible is an existing component
with the specifications of the new simulation software. It is also clear how easy it is to
modify its interfaces and behaviors in order to be ready to be integrated into the
simulation software.
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These metadata can play the role of a "component certification" that can increase
the trust on this component, that it will behave according to the specifications. There is a
choice for the software developers to use the already implemented adapters and AOP
code, in order to have an interface and behavior that does not violate the specifications of
the new system. Or they can choose to write new adapters or AOP code for the
components.
A third option they have is to not use the existing component from the repository
and start building a new one. Even in that case, by having a skeleton component that
satisfies all the specifications, they are already in a much advanced point in the
development process.

4.9 Summary
In order to be able to select the appropriate components for the new simulation
software, there must be a clear understanding of what choices are available. Using the
DSML that describes the domain of SAF simulations, it is possible to choose those
components that based on the requirements for the simulation software, are necessary.
Using those components, a skeleton simulation code is built, a simple prototype of
the final system, by adding to the skeleton components, just the minimum functionality
that is necessary for the simulation software to be able to verify that all the OCL
constraints that are defined in the DSML hold when the skeleton simulation is executed.
This implementation of the simulation software includes all the necessary components
that where identified during the requirements analysis and they are implemented in such
way that all the OCL constraints are true.
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Then each of those skeleton components is replaced with the fully functional
existing components from the repository. If some component interfaces need changes to a
name of a method, number or type of parameters, the skeleton components can be used as
adapters to adjust them to the required interfaces.
For each component, the simulation software is executed and verified for any
constraint violations. Based on that knowledge, the behavior of the existing components
can be adapted in a way that will fulfill the specifications. Then two existing components
could be verified together, and so on, until all the needed integration tests are performed.
Using the above methodology, it is possible to develop software metadata for the
existing components of the repository. In case that two or more components exist in the
repository that can be matched to the same skeleton component, all of them can be
checked and verified for their compliance with the OCL constraints. Which one will be
eventually used in our simulation will depend on which one complies better to the
specifications. In case that none of the existing components can be matched with the
required components, then the only solution is to build a new one. In that case the
skeleton component could be a good starting point.
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Chapter 5

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE METHODOLOGY

5.1 Introduction
In order to provide a proof of concept for the proposed methodology, a set of
preexisting tools were used to implement each step of the methodology.
In this chapter it is presented one way to implement the methodology using
existing tools. For each step of the methodology there are some tools that can be used on
order to facilitate the process. The main criterion behind the tool selection, was to make
the processes as automated as possible and at the same time less error prone by reducing
the human intervention.
The implementation of the following steps will be presented:
•

The existing component repository

•

Building a DMSL using GME and Eclipse Lab

•

Building a skeleton simulation in Eclipse

•

Integrating the existing components into the simulation with EclipseUML

•

Verifying the existing components using Dresden OCL

•

Saving the metadata as an Eclipse project

•

Using the metadata to build a new simulation in Eclipse
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5.2 The existing component repository
A decision was made that the most appropriate way to represent the existing
component repository was as Java JAR files. This selection was based primarily on the
fact that much of the existing code that has been developed for SAF systems is written in
Java and it is available as JAR files. The OneSAF simulation software is also
implemented in Java.
Another important factor for that decision was that most of the other tools that
were used are built as plug-ins for the Eclipse development environment. The Eclipse
environment was chosen because of the extensive collection of tools that are available for
software developers. Since the Eclipse project is an open source project, there are a
number of those tools that are also available under an open source license.

5.3 Building a DMSL using GME and Eclipse Lab
There are some tools available that provide the capability to build a metamodel as
a DSML language, and from this metamodel the ability to create a model. In [32] the
authors provide an evaluation of five tools that can be used for the development of a
DSML. Two of the tools they evaluate are the generic modeling environment (GME) and
the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) with the Graphical Editing Framework (GEF).
Since it was already decided that the representation of our DSML would be done in UML
class diagrams and OCL constraints, one of the tools that is built for exactly that purpose
is the GME [39]. The GME tool which was developed at the Vanderbilt University, is
available under a public license as open source project. In [40] the authors describe the
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GME as a configurable graphical modeling tool suite that supports the rapid creation of
domain specific modeling, model analysis and program synthesis environments. The
GME tool has been used for the development of a number of DSMLs from different
organizations and for a variety of domains. For example, [41] presents the use of GME
for the development of a DSML for the domain of embedded automotive systems. As it is
described in [42], GME was used as a representation for an embedded systems modeling
language and more specifically in the area of mission computing avionics applications for
military airplanes. GME has also been used as a tool for the design and specification of
Fault-Tolerant Data Flow models [43]. The GME tool provides a graphical environment
to describe the DSML using UML class diagrams as the building blocks for the
metamodel. Figure 5.1 illustrates this.

Figure 5.1 The top level Metamodel for OneSAF in GME.
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The basic elements of a SAF system and their relations are represented as classes
in a UML class diagram, together with the definition of OCL constraints, building a
metamodel for a SAF system.
Once a DSML has been defined, the GME provides a tool, that allows a user to
build a model for a specific system using the DSML as the building blocks for the model
of the new system as shown in Figure 5.2. Using the metadata that was built in the
previous phase as building blocks it is now possible to define a model for a specific SAF
simulation system.

Figure 5.2 The UML class diagram for a skeleton simulation in GME.
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GME does not provide a graphical environment to generate code and execute the
model in order to check that all the OCL constraints hold during run time. Some of the
OCL constraints that determine the structure of the model can be checked statically but
those constraints that are dynamic in nature and depend on the specific states of the
instances of the elements of the model, cannot be checked until we have an executable
instance of the model. Also GME does not provide a way to produce a UML class
diagram from a Java Jar file, a function that was needed in order to compare the interface
of existing components in the repository with the interface of the components in the
skeleton simulation.
Because of those restrictions of the GME tool, as it was needed to be able to
generate code in order to check the validity of the constraints during the execution of the
model, a decision was made to also use tools that were developed as plug-ins for Eclipse.
Eclipse is an open source project, and that encourages developers to try to integrate
DSML development environments as plug-ins into Eclipse [44]. There was also efforts to
integrate GME into Eclipse [45]. One such effort that produced a tool that is available as
an open source plug-in for Eclipse is the Generic Eclipse Modeling System (GEMS) [46].
The efforts to use this tool where not successful, mainly because of luck of support for
the versions of Eclipse that were used for the other Eclipse tools.
In the Eclipse community there are several tools that can be used to draw UML
class diagrams with OCL constraints. Some of them are producing EMF models as the
common underling way for representing UML models in Eclipse. In [47] the authors
provide an extensive description on the use of EMF models as DSMLs in Eclipse. The
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EMF models provide the capability to transfer one model that was produced with one tool
to another tool since most of them can read those models. This is an important
characteristic of Eclipse, since it provides the developers with the capability to use
different tools for different tasks, but they can all share the same underline model that is
expressed as an EMF model.
The tool that was decided to be used for the development of the DSML in Eclipse
was UML Lab. UML Lab is available as a commercial product from Yatta Solutions
GmbH, but they also provide a free version for students and universities under an
academic license. The main reason for this selection was the very good capabilities of the
tool for code generation and also for reverse engineering, making the transition from
UML models to code and vice versa more automatic and straight forward. It also
provides a way to automatically generate the EMF model from the UML class diagram.
This EMF model can then be used with other Eclipse tools that support EMF models.

Figure 5.3 The top level Metamodel for OneSAF in UML Lab.
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-- @model{../SimpleSAFSimulation.uml}
package org::onesaf::simplesafsimulation
-- The speed of a Brandley cannot be more than 30.
context Bradley
inv maximumSpeed: speed <= 30
-- The age of Soldier should be 18 or older.
context Soldier
inv minimumAge: age >= 18

Figure 5.4. The invariant constraints expressed using the OCL language
-- Pre condition : When a soldier fires a weapon must have enough
ammunition
-- Post condition : When a soldier fires a weapon the ammunition is
reduced
context Soldier::fireWeapon()
pre enoughtAmmunition : ammunition > 0
post reduceAmmunition: ammunition < ammunition@pre
-- Pre condition : In order for a soldier to be injured he must have
health
-- Post condition : When a soldier is injured, his health is reduced
context Soldier::isInjured()
pre inGoodHealth : health > 0
post reduceHealth: health < health@pre
-- Post condition : In order for a soldier to mount to a vehicle the
vehicle must be valid
context Soldier::mount(vehicle : Bradley)
post validVehicle : mounted implies vehicle.id <> 0
-- Post condition : When a soldier is mounted to a vehicle at least one
is onboard
context Soldier::mount(vehicle : Bradley)
post someoneOnboard : mounted implies vehicle.onboard > 0
-- Post condition : In order for a soldier to mount to a vehicle there
must be enough space
context Soldier::mount(vehicle : Bradley)
post enoughSpaceInVehicle : mounted implies vehicle.capacity@pre >
vehicle.onboard@pre
-- Post condition : When a soldier is mounted to a vehicle the space in
the vehicle is reduced
context Soldier::mount(vehicle : Bradley)
post reduceSpaceInVehicle : mounted implies vehicle.onboard >
vehicle.onboard@pre

Figure 5.5 The pre and post condition constraints expressed using the OCL language
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5.4 Building a Skeleton Simulation in Eclipse
Using the UML Lab tool, the elements of the DMSL that were developed at the
previous stage, can be graphically dragged and dropped in order to create a skeleton
model. In that way a graphical representation of the skeleton model is created and also an
EMF model, that can directly be used from other Eclipse tools. UML Lab can also
generate code that can be used as the basis for the development of the skeleton simulation
code. In order to have a complete skeleton simulation code it is needed to include in the
skeleton simulation code a "Simulation" class that will call and execute the "Scenario"
class of the simulation. The "Scenario" class is the one that will instantiate the objects of
the components and will also call their methods.

Figure 5.6 The UML class diagram of the skeleton simulation in UML Lab.
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5.5 Integrating the repository into the simulation with EclipseUML
The behavior of the skeleton components that were created for the skeleton
simulation code, will now be replaced with the fully developed behavior of the existing
components from the repository. The skeleton components are matched against the
existing components of the repository.

If the interfaces do not match exactly, the

skeleton component could be used in order to develop an adapter between the wanted and
the existing interface. For example as it is shown in Figures 5.7 and 5.8, the existing
component from the repository for the Soldier, has a method with a different name from
the one in the skeleton simulation, so the skeleton component of the Soldier acts as an
adapter calling the correct method.
The modifications to the skeleton components in order to adapt the interfaces of
the existing components to the required interfaces, must be done manually, as they
depend on the interfaces that are provided by the existing component. Those adaptations
must be done for every existing component from the repository that need to be verified.

public void fireGun(){
System.out.println("Soldier fires with gun");
}

Figure 5.7 The fireGun method in the SoldierFromRepository class.
public void fireWeapon ()
{
if (fromrepository) soldierfrp.fireGun();
else {System.out.println("Soldier fires with weapon");
ammunition--;}
}

Figure 5.8 The fireWeapon method in the skeleton Soldier class.
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In order to facilitate this process there are some tools available. If the exiting
components are in the form of Java JAR files, then reverse engineering could be used in
order to produce from the JAR files, UML diagrams with the names and types of all the
methods and their parameters of the existing components. Comparing the UML diagrams
of the skeleton components with the existing components in the repository can help in
identifying and matching the methods of the existing components to those needed by the
simulation system. Tools that automatically compare those two UML diagrams can be
used to facilitate that process even further.
In order to import the existing component repository into the development
environment the EclipseUML Omondo plug-in was used. This tool can read a Java JAR
file and produce a UML class diagram with the interfaces of all the classes that are in the
JAR file. Eclipse UML Omondo is a commercial software that was produced by the
Omondo company. The version used was a the trial version that has a time limitation for
its use. In Figure 5.7 a screenshot of the EclipseUML Omondo tool is presented, where
the components repository was imported as a Java JAR file and the tool have created a
UML class diagram, displaying the interfaces of the classes.
The representation of both the skeleton components and the existing components
of the repository as UML class diagrams can help the user to choose the correct
components. This task is easy when the number of components is relatively small. If
there is a need to compare a large number of interfaces, then a tool that could compare
the UML class diagram, would be very useful in order to automate this process.
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Figure 5.9 The UML class diagram of the existing component repository in EclipseUML.

5.6 Verifying the existing components using Dresden OCL
In order to verify that the components comply with the OCL constraints during
the execution of the simulation, there is a need for a tool that uses AOP and can read an
EMF model and OCL constraints. One tool that can do that is Dresden OCL, an Eclipse
plug-in that was developed by the University of Dresden and it is available under a public
license. A detailed description of the functionality and the development history of
Dresden OCL can be found in [48]. The authors of [49] provide a list of studies that used
the Dresden OCL toolkit. An updated list of various tools that Dresden OCL has been
integrated into, and research projects that have successfully used it is provided in [50]. In
[51] the authors provide a comparison between Dresden OCL and other tools that support
OCL constraints.
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The Dresden OCL tool generates AspectJ code that checks the constraints on
parameters that change during the execution of the model. Using AOP it automatically
generates AspectJ code from the EMF model and the OCL constraints. AspectJ is
an AOP extension created at PARC (Palo Alto Research Center Incorporated) for
the Java programming language. It uses a bytecode weaver, so aspects can be developed
for code in binary (.class) form also. A detailed description of AspectJ can be found in
[52].
The AspectJ code creates pointcuts at every point in the Java code that is needed
to make a check. Those pointcuts must be at every place where the parameter's value
changes, if the constraint is an invariant constraint, a constraint that must be always true
during the execution of the simulation. If the constraint is a precondition on a method,
those pointcuts are just before the execution of the method, verifying that the
precondition is true before executing the method. Also, if the constraint is a postcondition
on a method, then the pointcuts that are created with the AspectJ code, are just after the
execution of the method, verifying that the results of this execution are compatible with
the OCL constraints.
The EMF model can be loaded into the Dresden OCL modeler, together with the
OCL constraints. Then using the Dresden OCL code generator the AspectJ code is
automatically generated. During the execution of the simulation code,, the AspectJ code
checks for violations of the OCL constraints and reports the number of the violations,
together with when and how the violation of an OCL constrain occurred. That provides a
clear picture of how well this component complies with the specifications and also a list
of areas where is a need to intervene, in order to make the component compatible with
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the OCL constraints. The AspectJ code provides also the mechanism for making those
changes, since there is no direct access to the source code of the components. Inside the
"advice" part of the AspectJ code, can be inserted the code that needs to be executed, in
order to adapt the behavior of the component in a way that satisfies the specifications.
For example, the invariant constraint minimumAge, that checks that the age of a
soldier should always be equal or greater than 18, is defined in OCL as it is shown in
Figure 5.10. In Figure 5.11 it is shown the AspectJ code that was automatically created
with the Dresden OCL tool for the OCL invariant minimumAge.
The AspectJ code creates pointcuts that check the value of the age parameter of
the soldier, whenever that parameter changes by a constructor or setter function.
Whenever there is a violation of the constraint, the AspectJ reports the violation, together
with information of when it happened and for what object.
In this example the existing component from the repository for soldiers,
instantiates a soldier with age 17. The AspectJ code will report that violation, and also for
this occasion, it was included AspectJ code that changes the age parameter to 18,
adapting in that way the behavior of the existing component in a way that conforms to the
specifications.
-- The age of Soldier should be 18 or older.
context Soldier
inv minimumAge: age >= 18

Figure 5.10 The minimumAge invariant OCL constraint.
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package org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.constraints;
import org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.constraints.test.Simulation;
/**
* <p>Generated Aspect to enforce OCL constraint.</p>
* @Generated
*/
public privileged aspect Soldier_InvAspect_minimumAge {
/**
* <p>Describes all Constructors of the class {@link
org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Soldier}.</p>
*/
protected pointcut allSoldierConstructors(org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Soldier
aClass):
execution(org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Soldier.new(..)) && this(aClass);
/**
* <p>Pointcut for all changes of the attribute {@link
org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Soldier#age}.</p>
*/
protected pointcut ageSetter(org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Soldier aClass) :
set(* org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Soldier.age) && target(aClass);
/**
* <p>Pointcut to collect all attributeSetters.</p>
*/
protected pointcut allSetters(org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Soldier aClass) :
ageSetter(aClass);
/**
* <p><code>Checks an invariant on the class Soldier defined by the constraint
* <code>context Soldier
*
inv minimumAge: age >= 18</code></p>
*/

}

after(org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Soldier aClass) :
allSoldierConstructors(aClass) || allSetters(aClass) {
if (!(aClass.age >= new Integer(18))) {
// TODO Auto-generated code executed when constraint is violated.
String msg = "Error: Constraint 'minimumAge' (inv minimumAge: age >= 18) was
violated for Object " + aClass.toString() + "";
Simulation.constraintViolationsCount++;
Simulation.constraintViolations.add(msg);
aClass.setAge(18);
}
// no else.
}

Figure 5.11 The AspectJ code for the minimumAge invariant.
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Another example of the use of AspectJ code is the verification of the
postconditions of a method. The AspectJ code verifies that after the execution of a
method, all the postconditions are true. If they are not, it will report the problem and
execute the code that is needed at that point.
The postcondition constraint reduceAmmunition, that checks that after a soldier
fires with a weapon his ammunition is reduced, is defined in OCL as it is shown in Figure
5.12. In Figure 5.13 it is shown the AspectJ code that was automatically generated by the
Dresden OCL tool in order to verify the postcondition reduceAmmunition.
The AspectJ code creates pointcuts that check the value of the ammunition
parameter of the soldier, after the execution of the method fireWeapon, to verify that the
ammunition is reduced. Whenever there is a violation of the constraint, the AspectJ
reports the violation, together with information of when it happened and for what object.
In this example the existing component from the repository for soldiers, has a
method that does not reduce the ammunition when he fires a weapon. The AspectJ code
will report that violation. There is also included AspectJ code that reduces the
ammunition, if it is not reduced by the existing method, adapting in that way the behavior
of the existing component in a way that conforms to the specifications of the system.

-- Post condition : When a soldier fires a weapon the ammunition is
reduced
context Soldier::fireWeapon()
post reduceAmmunition: ammunition < ammunition@pre

Figure 5.12 The reduceAmmunition postcondition OCL constraint.
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1 package org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.constraints;
2 import org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.constraints.test.Simulation;
3
4 /**
5 * <p>Generated Aspect to enforce OCL constraint.</p>
6 * @Generated
7 */
8 public privileged aspect Soldier_PostAspect_fireWeapon {
9
10
/**
11
* <p>Pointcut for all calls on {@link
12 org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Soldier#fireWeapon()}.</p>
13
*/
14
protected pointcut fireWeaponCaller(org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Soldier 15
aClass):
16
call(* org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Soldier.fireWeapon())
17
&& target(aClass);
18
19
/**
20
* <p>Checks a postcondition for the operation {@link Soldier#fireWeapon()} 21
defined by the constraint
22
* <code>context Soldier::fireWeapon() :
23
*
post reduceAmmunition: ammunition < ammunition@pre</code></p>
24
25
*/
26
void around(org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Soldier aClass):
27
fireWeaponCaller(aClass) {
28
29
30
Integer atPreValue1;
31
32
33
if ((Object) aClass.ammunition == null) {
34
atPreValue1 = null;
35
} else {
36
37
atPreValue1 = new Integer(aClass.ammunition);
38
}
39
40
41
proceed(aClass);
42
43
if (!(aClass.ammunition < atPreValue1)) {
44
// TODO Auto-generated code executed when constraint is violated.
45
String msg = "Error: Constraint 'reduceAmmunition' (post reduceAmmunition:
46 ammunition < ammunition@pre) was violated for Object " + aClass.toString() + "";
47
Simulation.constraintViolationsCount++;
48
Simulation.constraintViolations.add(msg);
49
aClass.setAmmunition(aClass.getAmmunition()-1);
51
}
52
// no else.
53
}
54 }

Figure 5.13 The AspectJ for the reduceAmmunition postcondition.
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During the execution of the simulation, as it can be seen in Figure 5.14, when
only the skeleton components that where developed with the minimum functionality that
satisfies the OCL constraints, are used, the list of OCL violations is empty.
When the behavior of the skeleton components is replaced with the behavior of
the existing components, the execution of the simulation, will produce a list of the
constraints that were violated from these components, as it is shown in Figure 5.15. Then
a decision must be made on what to do for each of those violations. Adapt the behavior of
the component, change the specifications, choose another component that does not
violate them, or develop a new one.

Simulation Initialization
Construction of a fireteam of 4 soldiers and 1 vehicle
The fireteam has :
FireTeam [fireteamleader=FireTeamLeader [getName()=John Smith, getHealth()=10,
getAmmunition()=100, getAge()=21],
rifleman=Soldier [health=10, ammunition=100, name=Son White, mounted=false, vehicleid=0,
age18],
automaticrifleman=AutomaticRifleman [getName()=Mike Red, getHealth()=10, getAmmunition()=100,
getAge()=18],
grenadier=Soldier [health=10, ammunition=100, name=Jim Brown, mounted=false, vehicleid=0,
age18]]
Simulation starts
The fireteam has orders to go to a building
Soldier mounted on vehicle: 1234
Fireteam uses Bradley to move to the new position
Bradley's speed =30
Fireteam moved to new position
Fireteam went into the building
Fireteam opens fire
Soldier fires with weapon
Soldier fires with weapon
Soldier was injured
Fireteam withdraws from the area
This Simulation run had 0 constraint violations

Figure 5.14 The results of the execution of the skeleton components.
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Simulation Initialization
Construction of a fireteam of 4 soldiers and 1 vehicle
The fireteam has :
FireTeam [fireteamleader=FireTeamLeader [getName()=John Smith, getHealth()=10,
getAmmunition()=100, getAge()=21],
rifleman=Soldier [health=0, ammunition=0, name=Son White, mounted=false, vehicleid=0, age17],
automaticrifleman=AutomaticRifleman [getName()=Mike Red, getHealth()=10, getAmmunition()=100,
getAge()=18],
grenadier=Soldier [health=0, ammunition=0, name=Jim Brown, mounted=false, vehicleid=0,
age17]]
Simulation starts
The fireteam has orders to go to a building
Soldier mounted without checks on vehicle: 0
Fireteam uses Bradley to move to the new position
Bradley's speed =35
Fireteam moved to new position
Fireteam went into the building
Fireteam opens fire
Soldier fired with gun
Soldier fired with gun
Soldier was injured
Fireteam withdraws from the area
This Simulation run had 15 constraint violations
The violation was : Constraint 'minimumAge' (inv minimumAge: age >= 18) was violated for
Object Soldier [health=0, ammunition=0, name=null, mounted=null, vehicleid=0, age17]
The violation was : Constraint 'minimumAge' (inv minimumAge: age >= 18) was violated for
Object Soldier [health=0, ammunition=0, name=null, mounted=false, vehicleid=0, age17]
The violation was : Constraint 'minimumAge' (inv minimumAge: age >= 18) was violated for
Object Soldier [health=0, ammunition=0, name=null, mounted=null, vehicleid=0, age17]
The violation was : Constraint 'minimumAge' (inv minimumAge: age >= 18) was violated for
Object Soldier [health=0, ammunition=0, name=null, mounted=false, vehicleid=0, age17]
The violation was : Constraint 'maximumSpeed' (inv: speed <= 30) was violated for Object
Bradley [id=0, speed=35]
The violation was : Constraint 'maximumSpeed' (inv: speed <= 30) was violated for Object
Bradley [id=0, speed=35]
The violation was : Constraint 'someoneOnboard' (post someoneOnboard : mounted implies
vehicle.onboard > 0) was violated for Object Soldier [health=0, ammunition=0, name=Son White,
mounted=true, vehicleid=0, age17]
The violation was : Constraint 'enoughSpaceInVehicle' (post enoughSpaceInVehicle : mounted
implies vehicle.capacity@pre > vehicle.onboard@pre) was violated for Object Soldier [health=0,
ammunition=0, name=Son White, mounted=true, vehicleid=0, age17]
The violation was : Constraint 'reduceSpaceInVehicle' (post reduceSpaceInVehicle : mounted
implies vehicle.onboard > vehicle.onboard@pre) was violated for Object Soldier [health=0,
ammunition=0, name=Son White, mounted=true, vehicleid=0, age17]
The violation was : Constraint 'validVehicle' (post validVehicle : mounted implies vehicle.id
<> 0) was violated for Object Soldier [health=0, ammunition=0, name=Son White, mounted=true,
vehicleid=0, age17]
The violation was : Constraint 'enoughtAmmunition' (pre enoughtAmmunition : ammunition > 0)
was violated for Object Soldier [health=0, ammunition=0, name=Son White, mounted=true,
vehicleid=0, age17]
The violation was : Constraint 'reduceAmmunition' (post reduceAmmunition: ammunition <
ammunition@pre) was violated for Object Soldier [health=0, ammunition=0, name=Son White,
mounted=true, vehicleid=0, age17]
The violation was : Constraint 'enoughtAmmunition' (pre enoughtAmmunition : ammunition > 0)
was violated for Object Soldier [health=0, ammunition=0, name=Jim Brown, mounted=false,
vehicleid=0, age17]
The violation was : Constraint 'reduceAmmunition' (post reduceAmmunition: ammunition <
ammunition@pre) was violated for Object Soldier [health=0, ammunition=0, name=Jim Brown,
mounted=false, vehicleid=0, age17]
The violation was : Constraint 'inGoodHealth' (pre inGoodHealth : health > 0) was violated for
Object Soldier [health=0, ammunition=0, name=Jim Brown, mounted=false, vehicleid=0, age17]

Figure 5.15 The results of the execution of the existing components.
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5.7 Saving the metadata as an Eclipse project
In the Eclipse development environment the entire Eclipse project can be saved.
That includes the UML models, the OCL constraints, the AspectJ code and the classes
that describe the skeleton components. Also the list of the violations of the OCL
constrains for each component can be saved as a text file in the project. This project can
now be used for the creation of the new simulation system.

5.8 Using the metadata to build a new simulation in Eclipse
By opening the Eclipse project for the creation of a new simulation system in the
Eclipse environment, it can provide a clear understanding of how the components behave
and what constraints they violate. Some code is already available to help solving some of
those problems.
The developers of a new simulation system have now available metadata that can
describe how well each of the existing components conforms to the specifications. That
information can greatly help them to decide which components they want to use for the
new simulation system and for which components they need to develop new.

5.9 Conclusions
A number of tools was used in order to develop a proof of concept
implementation of the proposed methodology. It was demonstrated that by using those
tools it is possible to implement the proposed methodology and produce metadata that
can facilitate the selection and verification process of new compositions.
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The tools that were used, in most of the cases are not unique. Other tools can be
used with similar results. A critical factor for the successful use of those tools was the
support from their development teams. The people from Yatta solutions and Omondo
responded very quickly to our requests for their tools. Specially the responses from the
support people from Dresden University for the Dresden OCL tool were very accurate
and fast and that enabled the correctly installation and usage of the tool.
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Chapter 6

CONCLUSIONS

6.1 Research findings
The research has focused on the development of a methodology that supports the
selection of components from a repository for composition into simulation software and
the verification that those components correctly interoperate according to the system
specifications. The methodology also produces component metadata that can facilitate
these processes in the future and adds to the value of the components.
A primary assumption of the methodology is that the existing components are
black boxes, i.e., access to the source code is not available. This greatly restricts the
methods that can be used. In spite of this restriction, we demonstrated that it is possible to
develop metadata that can help in the selection and verification of existing components.
The metadata, which can be stored with the existing components in order to
facilitate the selection and validation of the new composition, has two forms. First there
is software metadata in the form of a UML model, that specifies the capabilities of the
components, together with OCL constraints that define the specifications for the
components and a list of the OCL constraints that each of the components violates.
Together with those metadata, can be saved the adapters that were developed for each
component that adapt the behavior of the existing components to those OCL constraints.
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The availability of the metadata increases the value of the associated components,
because it indicates how compatible a component may be with a desired simulation
software system, and also how to modify its interfaces and behaviors in order to be ready
for integration into that simulation system. It can serve as a "component certification"
that may increase a developer's confidence that a component will behave according to its
specifications.
When reusing an existing component that has associated metadata, a developer
can choose to use the already implemented adapters and aspect code, in order to have an
interface and behavior that do not violate the specifications of the system the metadata
were created for, or he/she may choose to write new adapters or aspect code for the
components.
The effort required to build the DSML, the constraint list, and the skeleton code is
justified if they will be used to build more simulation systems in the future. If the project
is one of a kind and it is not going to be repeated again, then the effort may not be
justified. But this is rarely the case. In the SAF domain the building of more simulation
systems is an ongoing process. As the tactics and equipment evolve there will continue to
be a need for new systems to represent those changes. In those cases, it could be very
helpful to be able to reuse preexisting components, and only focus on the development of
the components that are needed in order to represent the changes.
Developers also have the option to choose not to reuse the existing components
from the repository and instead develop new ones. Even in that case, having the skeleton
components that satisfy all the specifications puts the developer at an advanced point in
the development process. Even if at the end of the process it is decided that none of the
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existing components can be used as it is, or the effort to develop adapters is not justified,
it is still possible to continue from there and build new components, starting from a clear
understanding of what is needed. In addition, the set of the specifications developed for
each one of the required components could be used during the development of new
components and also during the testing process. In that way, all the effort put into the
development of the DSML and of the skeleton components is well justified because it can
be used as the starting point for the development of new components if appropriate
existing components cannot be found.
At the conclusion of an iteration of the methodology described here, the developer
has both a new simulation system that conforms to its specifications, and an updated
component repository with adapters that adapt the components' interfaces to the interface
of the DSML. The next time a new simulation system is built those adapters will be
available to be used together with the existing components. The AspectJ code that adjusts
the behavior of the components in order to fulfill the specifications of the domain will
also be added to the repository along with the components. As a result, the next time
there is a need to use that component, not only the interface, but also the behavior has
already been adjusted to conform to the domain specifications as they are expressed in
the DSML. The history of the successful or unsuccessful reuses of the component,
including developer reviews, may also be stored in the repository. This process can
greatly increase the value of the components repository because now the components
stored in it have been tested and adapted as needed for the domain and the knowledge of
their behavior is explicitly declared.
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The DSML, together with the list of the OCL violations, the adapters, the AspectJ
code, and the documentation of the reuse history of the components, constitute the
metadata. Once the metadata have been developed and added to the component
repository for each component, the effort required to select and verify the next
composition is likely to be reduced. The effort that is needed during the first iterations of
the process for the development of new simulation software, will be repaid by the
simplicity of the composition process for the next system and the increased value of the
component repository.
Furthermore, any new components that are built by developers that have access to
the DSML can be developed from the beginning according to that DSML, making those
components more readily composable in the feature.

6.2 Answers to the research questions
Two primary research questions were investigated:
1) “What metadata should be used and how, in order to support component selection for
model composition?“
The metadata that the methodology produces and stores with the existing
components in order to facilitate the selection and validation of new compositions has
several forms: a DSML in the form of UML diagrams, OCL constraints that are specific
to the domain, and a list of the OCL constraints that each of the components violates.
In addition, the adapters that have been developed from the skeleton components
for each existing component are stored. They adapt the existing interfaces of the
components to the interfaces of the DSML as required for the new simulation software.
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Finally, the aspect code that adapts the behavior of the existing components in a way that
they comply with the specifications can also be saved.
2) “How can the metadata be used to verify the composition?”
By examining the metadata that is stored for each component in the repository, a
developer is able to determine how compatible a component is with the simulation
system to be built, and also how easy it will be to modify its interfaces and behaviors in
order to be ready to be integrated into the system.
The metadata include a list of the constraints that each component violates during
the verification process. Each time a component is reused, and the simulation software it
is reused in is tested, additional constraints on the component's behavior may be
identified. The more detailed and extended the constrains become, the more areas they
will cover and the more confident a developer may be that a component is compatible
with the simulation specifications.
Two secondary research questions were also considered:
1) “Are the same metadata appropriate for both the selection and the verification process
or it would be better to use different metadata for each process?”
We believe that the same metadata that the methodology produces can be
successfully used for both the selection and the verification of the components. The way
the methodology produces those metadata during the verification process for each
component make the two processes interdependent and very difficult to distinguish.
2) “Is metadata better (easier or more effective), if it is allowed to refer to an assumed
external ontology?”
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During the implementation and test of the methodology a DMSL for the SAF
domain is developed. In general, such DSMs can play the role of an external ontology
that otherwise would be needed in place of the DSML in order to classify and categorize
the components. If there is available an external ontology for a domain, then the work of
building a DSML for that domain becomes much easier, especially if the external
ontology is well accepted and widely used in the domain. An existing external ontology
for a domain would be very helpful in the effort to build a DSML. All the metadata that
the methodology produces would not only be compatible with the DSML but also with
that external ontology.

6.3 Future work directions
Although we worked to automate as much of the processes of the methodology as
possible using readily available tools, there is still a lot of room for improvement in that
area. The ideal solution would be to have one tool that is able to perform all the processes
of the methodology without having to switch from one tool to another. The Eclipse
development environment provides a framework for those tools to work together, but
there still exist some incompatibilities among the different tools.
One area that currently depends greatly on human intervention and could be more
automated is the matching of the interfaces among the skeleton and the existing fully
implemented components. Comparing different UML models, in this case the model of
the skeleton simulation and the UML model that is produced from the existing
component repository, would be useful. There are some tools that automatically compare
UML models and provide an indication of the differences, but those tools are based on
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the assumption that the two models are different versions of the same model, so they only
provide the changes that were made from one model to the other. The concept of
comparing two UML diagrams that were developed independently from each other
requires the ability to compare and produce the similarities between very different UML
diagrams. That comparison would only be possible if an ontology of the domain was
available. It can only be done with considerable human intervention.
The methodology assumes that the component repository is a Java JAR file. The
assumption was reasonable given that current SAF systems, notably OneSAF, are often
implemented in Java, and the assumption was consistent with the available tools.
Applying the methodology to a different type of repository would require development
and integration of different tools.
As tested, the methodology focuses on the specific domain of semi-automated
forces systems. Our opinion is that it could be applied as is to other domains to the extent
that they have similar characteristics as the SAF domain. An advantage of using the SAF
domain is that it is well studied with several existing implementations. The vocabulary
and classification of the SAF domain elements is well defined. Most objects in a SAF
system correspond to real world objects and try to simulate their behavior as closely as
possible. That provides a clear reference system of what elements are included and what
their expected behavior should be. That allowed the development of a DSML with
reasonable confidence that the DSML can be used for feature SAF system development.
Domains that have similar characteristics to SAF domain would be good candidates for
future applications of the methodology.
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APPENDIX A
THE ONESAF METAMODEL IN THE GME TOOL

Figure A.1 The metamodel for the Sides in the GME tool.

Figure A.2 The metamodel for the Forces in the GME tool.
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Figure A.3 The metamodel for the Units in the GME tool.

Figure A.4 The metamodel for the Entities in the GME tool.
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Figure A.5 The metamodel for the Soldiers in the GME tool.

Figure A.6 A mechanized infantry company model
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APPENDIX B
THE ONESAF METAMODEL IN THE ECLIPSE LAB TOOL

Figure B.1 The metamodel for the Forces in the Eclipse Lab.

Figure B.2 The metamodel for the Units in the Eclipse Lab.
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Figure B.3 The metamodel for the Entities in the Eclipse Lab.

Figure B.4 The metamodel for the Soldiers in the Eclipse Lab.
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APPENDIX C
THE SKELETON SIMULATION CODE
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package org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.constraints.test;
import java.util.ArrayList;
import org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.constraints.test.Simulation;
public class Simulation {
public static int constraintViolationsCount = 0;
public static ArrayList<String> constraintViolations = new ArrayList<String>();
public static Boolean fromrepository = true;
public static void main(String[] args) {
Scenario scenario1 = new Scenario();
scenario1.ScenarioRun();
System.out.println("\n This Simulation run had " +
constraintViolationsCount + " constraint violations" );

}

}

for (String s : constraintViolations) {
System.out.println("The violation was : "+ s);
}

Figure C.1 The Simulation.java code.
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package org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.constraints.test;
import org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.*;
public class Scenario {
FireTeam fireteam;
Soldier fireteamleader;
Soldier grenadier;
Soldier rifleman;
Soldier automaticrifleman;
Bradley bradley;
char r;
public void ScenarioRun() {
if (Simulation.fromrepository)
else ScenarioInitialization();
ScenarioExecution();
}

ScenarioInitializationFromRep();

private void ScenarioInitialization() {
fireteam = new FireTeam();
fireteamleader = new FireTeamLeader();
fireteamleader.setName("John Smith");
grenadier = new Grenadier();
grenadier.setName("Jim Brown");
rifleman = new Rifleman();
rifleman.setName("Son White");
automaticrifleman = new AutomaticRifleman();
automaticrifleman.setName("Mike Red");
bradley = new Bradley();
bradley.setId(1234) ;
fireteam.setBradley(bradley);
fireteam.setAutomaticrifleman(automaticrifleman);
fireteam.setGrenadier(grenadier);
fireteam.setFireteamleader(fireteamleader);
fireteam.setRifleman(rifleman);
System.out.println("Simulation Initialization \n Construction of a
fireteam of 4 soldiers and 1 vehicle");
System.out.println("The fireteam has : " + fireteam.toString());
}

continue -->
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private void ScenarioInitializationFromRep() {
fireteam = new FireTeam();
fireteamleader = new FireTeamLeader();
fireteamleader.setName("John Smith");
grenadier = new Grenadier(r);
grenadier.setName("Jim Brown");
rifleman = new Rifleman(r);
rifleman.setName("Son White");
automaticrifleman = new AutomaticRifleman();
automaticrifleman.setName("Mike Red");
bradley = new Bradley(r);
bradley.setId(1234) ;
fireteam.setBradley(bradley);
fireteam.setAutomaticrifleman(automaticrifleman);
fireteam.setGrenadier(grenadier);
fireteam.setFireteamleader(fireteamleader);
fireteam.setRifleman(rifleman);
System.out.println("Simulation Initialization \n Construction of a
fireteam of 4 soldiers and 1 vehicle");
System.out.println("The fireteam has : " + fireteam.toString());
}
public void ScenarioExecution(){
System.out.println("Simulation starts \n The fireteam has orders
to go to a building");
fireteam.MoveTactically();
fireteam.GoIntoTheBuilding();
fireteam.AttackByFire();
rifleman.fireWeapon();
grenadier.fireWeapon();
grenadier.isInjured();
fireteam.Withdraw();
}
}

Figure C.2 The Scenario.java code.
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package org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation;
import org.onesaf.repository.*;
public class Soldier {
private String name;
private int health;
private int age;
private int ammunition;
public Boolean mounted;
private int vehicleid;
Boolean fromrepository = false;
public SoldierFromRepository soldierfrp;
public Soldier(){
setAge(18);
setHealth(10);
setAmmunition(100);
fromrepository = false;
mounted = false;
}
public Soldier(char r){
soldierfrp = new SoldierFromRepository();
setAge(soldierfrp.getAge());
setHealth(soldierfrp.getHealth());
setAmmunition(soldierfrp.getAmmunition());
fromrepository = true;
mounted = false;
}
public void setHealth(int value) {
this.health = value;
}
public int getHealth() {
return this.health;
}
public void setAmmunition(int value) {
this.ammunition = value;
}
public int getAmmunition() {
return this.ammunition;
}
public void setName(String value) {
this.name = value;
}
public String getName() {
return this.name;
}

continue -->
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public void fireWeapon ()
{
if (fromrepository) soldierfrp.firegun();
else {System.out.println("Soldier fires with weapon");
ammunition--;}
}
public void isInjured ()
{
System.out.println("Soldier was injured");
health--;
}
public void isKilled ()
{
System.out.println("Soldier was killed");
}
@Override
public String toString() {
return "Soldier [health=" + health + ", ammunition=" + ammunition
+ ", name=" + name + ", mounted=" + mounted + ", vehicleid=" +
vehicleid +"]";
}
public int getAge() {
return age;
}
public void setAge(int age) {
this.age = age;
}
public void mount(Bradley b){
if (fromrepository){
soldierfrp.mount((BradleyFromRepository) b);
if (soldierfrp.mounted) mounted = true;
}
else {
if(b.getId() != 0 && b.getOnboard() < b.getCapacity()) {
vehicleid = b.getId();
b.addOnboard(1);
mounted = true;
System.out.println("Soldier mounted on vehicle: " + b.getId());
}
else {
mounted = false;
System.out.println("Soldier cound not mount on vehicle" +
b.getId());
}
}
}
}

Figure C.3 The Soldier.java code.
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package org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation;
import org.onesaf.repository.BradleyFromRepository;
public class Bradley extends BradleyFromRepository{
private int id;
private int speed ;
private int capacity ;
private int onboard ;
BradleyFromRepository Bradleyrp ;
public Bradley(){
setSpeed(30);
this.capacity = 6;
this.onboard = 3;
}
public Bradley(char r) {
Bradleyrp = new BradleyFromRepository();
setSpeed(Bradleyrp.getSpeed());
}

}

public int maxSpeed() {
this.speed = 30;
return speed;

public void maxSpeed(char r) {
Bradleyrp.maxSpeed();
speed = Bradleyrp.getSpeed();
}
public void setSpeed(int value) {
this.speed = value;
}
public int getSpeed() {
return this.speed;
}
public int move() {
// TODO implement this operation
throw new UnsupportedOperationException("not implemented");
}
@Override
public String toString() {
return "Bradley [id=" + id + ", speed=" + speed + "]";
}

continue -->
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50 public int getId() {
51
return id;
52 }
53
54 public void setId(int id) {
55
this.id = id;
56 }
57
58 public BradleyFromRepository getBradleyrp() {
59
return Bradleyrp;
60}
61
62 public void setBradleyrp(BradleyFromRepository bradleyrp) {
63
Bradleyrp = bradleyrp;
64 }
65
66 public int getCapacity(){
67
return this.capacity;
68 }
69 public int getOnboard(){
70
return this.onboard;
71 }
72
73 public void addOnboard(int i){
74
onboard = onboard + i;
75 }
76 }

Figure C.4 The Bradley.java code.
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APPENDIX D
THE ASPECTJ CODE
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package org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.constraints;
import org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.constraints.test.Simulation;
/**
* <p>Generated Aspect to enforce OCL constraint.</p>
* @Generated
*/
public privileged aspect AGeneral_InvAspect {
/**
* <p>Describes all Constructors of the class {@link
org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Bradley}.</p>
*/
protected pointcut allBradleyConstructors(org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Bradley
aClass):
execution(org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Bradley.new(..)) && this(aClass);
/**
* <p>Pointcut for all changes of the attribute {@link
org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Bradley#speed}.</p>
*/
protected pointcut speedSetter(org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Bradley aClass) :
set(* org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Bradley.speed) && target(aClass);
/**
* <p>Pointcut to collect all attributeSetters.</p>
*/
protected pointcut allSetters(org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Bradley aClass) :
speedSetter(aClass);
/**
* <p><code>Checks an invariant on the class Bradley defined by the constraint
* <code>context Bradley
*
inv: speed <= 30</code></p>
*/
after(org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Bradley aClass) :
allBradleyConstructors(aClass)
|| allSetters(aClass) {
if (!(aClass.speed <= new Integer(30))) {
// TODO Auto-generated code executed when constraint is violated.
String msg = "Constraint 'maximumSpeed' (inv: speed <= 30) was violated
for Object " + aClass.toString() + "";
Simulation.constraintViolationsCount++;
Simulation.constraintViolations.add(msg);
}
// no else.
}
}

Figure D.1 The AspectJ code that checks the maximumSpeed invariant.
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package org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.constraints;
import org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.constraints.test.Simulation;
/**
* <p>Generated Aspect to enforce OCL constraint.</p>
* @Generated
*/
public privileged aspect Soldier_PreAspect_fireWeapon {
/**
* <p>Pointcut for all calls on {@link
org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Soldier#fireWeapon()}.</p>
*/
protected pointcut fireWeaponCaller(org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Soldier aClass):
call(* org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Soldier.fireWeapon())
&& target(aClass);
/**
* <p>Checks a precondition for the {@link Soldier#fireWeapon()} defined by the
constraint
* <code>context Soldier::fireWeapon() :
*
pre enoughtAmmunition : ammunition > 0</code></p>
*/
before(org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Soldier aClass): fireWeaponCaller(aClass) {
if (!(aClass.ammunition > new Integer(0))) {
// TODO Auto-generated code executed when constraint is violated.
String msg = "Error: Constraint 'enoughtAmmunition' (pre enoughtAmmunition:
ammunition > 0) was violated for Object " + aClass.toString() + "";
Simulation.constraintViolationsCount++;
Simulation.constraintViolations.add(msg);
}
// no else.
}
}

Figure D.2 The AspectJ code that checks the enoughtAmmunition precondition.
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package org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.constraints;
import org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.constraints.test.Simulation;
/**
* <p>Generated Aspect to enforce OCL constraint.</p>
* @Generated
*/
public privileged aspect Soldier_PreAspect_isInjured {
/**
* <p>Pointcut for all calls on {@link
org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Soldier#isInjured()}.</p>
*/
protected pointcut isInjuredCaller(org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Soldier
aClass): call(* org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Soldier.isInjured())
&& target(aClass);

}

/**
* <p>Checks a precondition for the {@link Soldier#isInjured()} defined by the
constraint
* <code>context Soldier::isInjured() :
*
pre inGoodHealth : health > 0</code></p>
*/
before(org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Soldier aClass): isInjuredCaller(aClass) {
if (!(aClass.health > new Integer(0))) {
// TODO Auto-generated code executed when constraint is violated.
String msg = "Error: Constraint 'inGoodHealth' (pre inGoodHealth :
health > 0) was violated for Object " + aClass.toString() + "";
Simulation.constraintViolationsCount++;
Simulation.constraintViolations.add(msg);
}
// no else.
}

Figure D.3 The AspectJ code that checks the inGoodHealth precondition.
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package org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.constraints;
import org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.constraints.test.Simulation;
/**
* <p>Generated Aspect to enforce OCL constraint.</p>
* @Generated
*/
public privileged aspect Soldier_PostAspect_isInjured {
/**
* <p>Pointcut for all calls on {@link
org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Soldier#isInjured()}.</p>
*/
protected pointcut isInjuredCaller(org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Soldier aClass):
call(* org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Soldier.isInjured())
&& target(aClass);
/**
* <p>Checks a postcondition for the operation {@link Soldier#isInjured()} defined by
the constraint
* <code>context Soldier::isInjured() :
*
post reduceHealth: health < health@pre</code></p>
*/
void around(org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Soldier aClass): isInjuredCaller(aClass) {
Integer atPreValue1;
if ((Object) aClass.health == null) {
atPreValue1 = null;
} else {
atPreValue1 = new Integer(aClass.health);
}
proceed(aClass);
if (!(aClass.health < atPreValue1)) {
// TODO Auto-generated code executed when constraint is violated.
String msg = "Error: Constraint 'reduceHealth' (post reduceHealth: health <
health@pre) was violated for Object " + aClass.toString() + "";
Simulation.constraintViolationsCount++;
Simulation.constraintViolations.add(msg);
}
// no else.
}
}

Figure D.4 The AspectJ code that checks the reduceHealth postcondition.
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1 package org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.constraints;
2 import org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.constraints.test.Simulation;
3 /**
4
* <p>Generated Aspect to enforce OCL constraint.</p>
5
* @Generated
6
*/
7 public privileged aspect Soldier_PostAspect_mount {
8
9
/**
10
* <p>Pointcut for all calls on {@link
11 org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Soldier#mount(org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Bradley
12 vehicle)}.</p>
13
*/
14
protected pointcut mountCaller(org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Soldier aClass,
15 org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Bradley vehicle):
16
call(*
17 org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Soldier.mount(org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Bradley))
18
&& target(aClass) && args(vehicle);
19
20
/**
21
* <p>Checks a postcondition for the operation {@link Soldier#mount(,
22 org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Bradley vehicle)} defined by the constraint
23
* <code>context Soldier::mount(vehicle: org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Bradley) :
24
*
post validVehicle : mounted implies vehicle.id <> 0</code></p>
25
*/
26
void around(org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Soldier aClass,
27
org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Bradley vehicle): mountCaller(aClass, vehicle) {
28
29
proceed(aClass, vehicle);
30
31
if (!(!aClass.mounted || !((Object) vehicle.id).equals(new Integer(0)))) {
32
// TODO Auto-generated code executed when constraint is violated.
33
String msg = "Constraint 'validVehicle' (post validVehicle : mounted implies
34
vehicle.id <> 0) was violated for Object " + aClass.toString() + "";
35
Simulation.constraintViolationsCount++;
36
Simulation.constraintViolations.add(msg);
37
}
38
// no else.
39
}
40 }

Figure D.5 The AspectJ code that checks the validVehicle postcondition.
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1 package org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.constraints;
2 import org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.constraints.test.Simulation;
3 /**
4
* <p>Generated Aspect to enforce OCL constraint.</p>
5
*
6
* @author OCL22Java of Dresden OCL2 for Eclipse
7
* @Generated
8
*/
9 public privileged aspect Soldier_PostAspect1 {
10
11
/**
12
* <p>Pointcut for all calls on {@link
13 org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Soldier#mount(org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Bradley
14 vehicle)}.</p>
15
*/
16
protected pointcut mountCaller(org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Soldier aClass,
17 org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Bradley vehicle):
18
call(*
19 org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Soldier.mount(org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Bradley))
20
&& target(aClass) && args(vehicle);
21
22
/**
23
* <p>Checks a postcondition for the operation {@link Soldier#mount(,
24 org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Bradley vehicle)} defined by the constraint
25
* <code>context Soldier::mount(vehicle: org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Bradley) :
26
*
post someoneOnboard : mounted implies vehicle.onboard > 0</code></p>
27
*/
28
void around(org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Soldier aClass,
29
org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Bradley vehicle): mountCaller(aClass, vehicle) {
30
31
proceed(aClass, vehicle);
32
33
if (!(!aClass.mounted || (vehicle.onboard > new Integer(0)))) {
34
// TODO Auto-generated code executed when constraint is violated.
35
String msg = "Constraint 'someoneOnboard' (post someoneOnboard : mounted implies
36
vehicle.onboard > 0) was violated for Object " + aClass.toString() + "";
37
Simulation.constraintViolationsCount++;
38
Simulation.constraintViolations.add(msg);
39
}
40
// no else.
41
}
42 }

Figure D.6 The AspectJ code that checks the someoneOnboard postcondition.
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1 package org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.constraints;
2 import org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.constraints.test.Simulation;
3 /**
4
* <p>Generated Aspect to enforce OCL constraint.</p>
5
* @Generated
6
*/
7 public privileged aspect Soldier_PostAspect2 {
8
9
/**
10
* <p>Pointcut for all calls on {@link
11 org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Soldier#mount(org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Bradley
12 vehicle)}.</p>
13
*/
14
protected pointcut mountCaller(org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Soldier aClass,
15 org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Bradley vehicle):
16
call(*
17 org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Soldier.mount(org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Bradley))
18
&& target(aClass) && args(vehicle);
19
20
/**
21
* <p>Checks a postcondition for the operation {@link Soldier#mount(,
22 org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Bradley vehicle)} defined by the constraint
23
* <code>context Soldier::mount(vehicle: org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Bradley) :
24
*
post enoughSpaceInVehicle : mounted implies vehicle.capacity@pre >
25
vehicle.onboard@pre</code></p>
26
*/
27
void around(org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Soldier aClass,
28
org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Bradley vehicle): mountCaller(aClass, vehicle) {
29
30
Integer atPreValue2;
31
32
if ((Object) vehicle.onboard == null) {
33
atPreValue2 = null;
34
} else {
35
atPreValue2 = new Integer(vehicle.onboard);
36
}
37
38
Integer atPreValue1;
39
40
if ((Object) vehicle.capacity == null) {
41
atPreValue1 = null;
42
} else {
43
atPreValue1 = new Integer(vehicle.capacity);
44
}
45
46
proceed(aClass, vehicle);
47
48
if (!(!aClass.mounted || (atPreValue1 > atPreValue2))) {
49
// TODO Auto-generated code executed when constraint is violated.
50
String msg = "Constraint 'enoughSpaceInVehicle' (post enoughSpaceInVehicle :
51 mounted implies vehicle.capacity@pre > vehicle.onboard@pre) was violated for Object " +
52 aClass.toString() + "";
53
Simulation.constraintViolationsCount++;
54
Simulation.constraintViolations.add(msg);
55
}
56
// no else.
57
}
58 }

Figure D.7 The AspectJ code that checks the enoughtSpaceInVehicle postcondition.
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package org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.constraints;
import org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.constraints.test.Simulation;
/**
* <p>Generated Aspect to enforce OCL constraint.</p>
* @Generated
*/
public privileged aspect Soldier_PostAspect3 {
/**
* <p>Pointcut for all calls on {@link
org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Soldier#mount(org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Bradley
vehicle)}.</p>
*/
protected pointcut mountCaller(org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Soldier aClass,
org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Bradley vehicle):
call(*
org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Soldier.mount(org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Bradley))
&& target(aClass) && args(vehicle);
/**
* <p>Checks a postcondition for the operation {@link Soldier#mount(,
org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Bradley vehicle)} defined by the constraint
* <code>context Soldier::mount(vehicle: org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Bradley) :
*
post reduceSpaceInVehicle : mounted implies vehicle.onboard >
vehicle.onboard@pre</code></p>
*/
void around(org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Soldier aClass,
org.onesaf.simplesafsimulation.Bradley vehicle): mountCaller(aClass, vehicle) {
Integer atPreValue1;
if ((Object) vehicle.onboard == null) {
atPreValue1 = null;
} else {
atPreValue1 = new Integer(vehicle.onboard);
}
proceed(aClass, vehicle);

}

}

if (!(!aClass.mounted || (vehicle.onboard > atPreValue1))) {
// TODO Auto-generated code executed when constraint is violated.
String msg = "Constraint 'reduceSpaceInVehicle' (post reduceSpaceInVehicle :
mounted implies vehicle.onboard > vehicle.onboard@pre) was violated for Object " +
aClass.toString() + "";
Simulation.constraintViolationsCount++;
Simulation.constraintViolations.add(msg);
}
// no else.

Figure D.8 The AspectJ code that checks the reduceSpaceInVehicle postcondition.
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APPENDIX E
ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

ABBREVIATION

MEANING

AFAMS

U.S. Air Force Agency for Modeling and Simulation

AMSO

Army Modeling and Simulation Office

AOP

Aspect Oriented Programming

BOM

Base Object Model

C4ISR

Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence,
Surveillance and Reconnaissance

CBSD

Component based software design

CGF

Computer Generated Forces

CMSE

Composable Mission Space Environments

COI

Community of Interest

DDMS

Department of Defense Discovery Metadata Specification

DIS

Distributed Interactive Simulation

DMSO

The Defense Modeling and Simulation Office

DoD

Department of Defense

DSML

Domain Specific Modeling Language

EMF

Eclipse Modeling Framework

GEF

Graphical Editing Framework

GUI

Graphical User Interface

HLA

High Level Architecture
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LVC

Live-Virtual-Constructive

M&S

Modeling and Simulation

M&S CO

Modeling and Simulation Coordination Office

MSC-DMS

Modeling and Simulation Community of Interest Discovery
Metadata Specification

OCL

Object Constraint Language

OMG

Object Management Group

OV

Operational View

OneSAF

One Semi-Automated Forces

PARC

Palo Alto Research Center Incorporated

SAF

Semi-Automated Forces

SISO

Simulation Interoperability Standards Organization

SME

Subject Matter Expert

UAH/CMSA

University of Alabama Huntsville Center For Modeling,
Simulation, and Analysis

UML

Unified Modeling Language

VV&A

Verification, Validation, and Accreditation
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